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The Apollo-Soyui Test Project (ASTP), which flew in July 1975, aroused
considerable public interest; fist, because the space rivals of the late 1950's,

and 1960's,Were Working together in ajoint encleayor, tand second, because'
'their mutual efforts irfcluded developing, a space-trscue system. The ASTP..

riliO included significant scientific experimentS, the results of which can be
used in teaChing bidlogy, physici, and mathematics in schools and colleges.

Thli series ofpamPhlets discussing the Apollo-Soyuz mission and experi:
meats it a set of curriculunrstipplements designed.for teachers, superygors,

, curriculum specialists, and textboOk.writers'as well as for the general pUblic..
: Neither textboOks :nor courses of study,,jhese 'pamphlets are intended to

proyide a rich source of ideas, examples of the scientific method, pertinent
- references to standard fextbookS, and cleat' descriptions df space experiments..

In a sense, they may be regarded as .a pioneering form of teaching aid. Seldom
has there been such a forthright effort to prolhde, directly to teaChers,
curriculum- relevant reports of current scientific 'research.. High school
teachers who' reviewed.414e texts suggested that advanced students Who 'are -

interested might be assigned to study one pamphlet and report on it to: the rest
Of the class.. After class disCussion, students might be assigned .4vithOut
access to the pamphlet) one or more .of the "Questions for Discussion" for
formai or -informal answers, thus the application of what was
previously covered in the pamphlets.

The authors of these pamphlets are Dr. Lou Williams Page, a geologist, atilt
Dr. Thornton Page, an astronomer. Both have taught science at several
universities and have published 14 books orr science for schools, colleges, and
the general reader, including a recent one on space science. ..

,Technical assistance to the Pages was proYided by the Apollo-Soyuz
"'Program Scientist, 'DA. R, Thomas -Giuli, and by .Riclitird R. Baldwin,
W. Wilson Lauderdale, and Susan N. Moetgomery, members of the group at
the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center in Houston which Organized the
scientists' participation in the ASTP and published their reports of experimen-..
tal results. .

Selected teachers from high schools and universities throughout the United
States reviewed the pamphletS'in-Araft form. They suggested changes in
wording, die :addition of sa glossa& of tents unfamiliar to :students, and
irnProyementi in diagrams, A list of the teachers and of the seientific-inyes
tigators who reviewed the texts -for: accuracy folloWs this Preface.
. This set of Apollo-Soyuz pamphlets was initiated and coordinated by. Dr.
Frederiak B. Tuttle, Director of Edneational Programs, and was supported by
the NASA Apollo-SoyuzPrograni'Office, by Leland J. Casey, Aerospace
Engineer for AST?, mid by William D. Nixon, Educational Programs
Officer, all of NASA Headquarters in Washington, D.C.
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reviewed the draft copies; tcahc;NASA specialists who provided diagrams
and photographs; and to. J. K. Holcomb, Hea4quarters Director of AST!
operations, and, Chester 114. Lee, AST!,Program Directoi at:Headquarters,
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Aft,r 4 years of preparation by the U.S.. National Aeronautic, and Space
Administration (NASA) and the U.S.S.R. Academy pf Sgiences, the Apollo
and Soyuz spacecraft were launched on July 15,1975.TtVodays later at 16:09
Greenwich.meantime po July 17, after Apollo maneuvered into the same orbit
as Soyuz, the two spacecraft were docked.. The astronauts and Cosmonauts
then met for the first international handshake in space; and each cliew enter
tained the other crew (one at a time) aka meal of typical American or Russian
food. These activities and the physici of reaction moors, orbits around the
Earth, and weightlessness (zerol) are deicribed more fully in Pamphlet I,
"The Spacecraft, Their Orbits, and Docking ", (EP-133).

Thirty -four experiments were performed while Apollo and Soyuz were in
orbit: 23 by astronauts, 6 by cosmonauts, apd.5 jointly. These experiments in
space were selected from 161 proposals fram scientists in nine different
countries. They are listed by number in Pamphlet I, and groups of two or more
are described in detail in Pamphlets H through IX (EP-134 through EP-141,
respectively). Each experiment was directed by a Principal InVestigator,

. .

assisted by several Co- Investigators,: and the de/ailed scientific 'putts have
been published by NASA in two reports: the Apollo- Soyuz .Test Projedt
Preliminary Science Report (NASA TM X-58173) and the Apollo-Soyuz Test
Project Summary Science Report (NASA SP-412). The simplified accounts
gieri in these pamphlets hate been reviewed hi the-Principal Investigatorfflr
one of the Co-Investigators.

Low-clensitygas in the space bewail the stars has interested ground-baied
astronomers for many years. From spacecraft and rockets, above the. Earth's
atmosphere, it is possible to make much 136tter observations of gaS near the
Sun because there is little or no'scattered sunlight from the atmosphere and all
the extreine ultraviolet (light of very short wavelength) can be iiiatured.
(Such light, is absorbed by the atmosphere before it reaches telescopes on
Earth.) Three experiments on Ap011o-Soyaz exploited these advantages of
space astronomy: ,

Ttr Artificial Solar Eclipse (Experiment.MA-148) was a joint experiment
that involved both astronauts and cosmonauts- The. Principal Investigator was.
G. M. Nikolskiy of the :U.S.S.R; Academy of Scie es; he was assisted ty
two other Russians and three Americans. While th Apollo spacecraft backed
off from the Soyuz vehicle (in line with the Sun) a d then moved back toward
Soyuz,. the .cosmonauts photographed the solar .c Mita. These photographs
were latei studied and measured by the Principal Investigator in Moscow.

TI# Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) Survey (Experiment MA-083). counted
-energy ultraviolet photons eating toward, the Earth from various parts

of the sky. The Principal Investigator for this experiment was Stuart BOwYer
of the University of California at Berkeley, who collaborated with many other
scientists at that university and elsewhere. They used a special EUV telescope
and discovered several interesting EUV souses.



The Interstellar Helium Glow (Experiment MA-088) used similar detectors
and was also supervised by Stuart Bowyer. This experiment detected helium',
gas:from interstellar space flowing through the solar system.

The theme of this pamfilet is the study of low-density gas in space: the gas
atvery high temperature in the solar corona, the "atmosphere" surrounding
the Apollo spacecraft, the outer layers of gas in superhot stars, and the
interstellar helium. The following three sections begin with back/ground
information on the Sun, the stars, grid the interstellar medium. Eacil section
describes one experiment and its findings.



Layers in the...i$an

The Sun is a 1 390 000 - kilometer ball of gas, mostly hydrogen and helium.
Its.tnass of 2 X 103° kilOgrams dominates the planets, the comets, the dust
and the gat in the solar systent, The Sun rotates about once a month in the
same directiOn as all the planets move in their erbits'-==eaStward; that is it
rotates counterclockwise as viewed from 'the noith..

At the Sun' i "surface" (the edge that yOu can see through dark glass1), the
temperatur,e is about 5800 K (Fig. AstronotnerS call that surface, which
is 695.00 kilometers from thecetitetof the Sun; the photosphere. As you cap
seeduring a total solar 'eclipse, the photosphere is apt really the edge of the
Sit. Below, the'photosphere, the Sun's gas is opaque to visible light, which
causes the photosphere to look as thougli:it had a sharp edge.. Above the
phOtosphere, transparent gases glow red .4'4 Several thousand kilometers.
Above that is the solar corona, which glOvvs greenish white to at least,
1 000 000 kilometers above the photosphere. The brightness of the corona is
about one-millionth the brightness of the photosphere: The corona is
-swamped by hazeand blue-sky light except during a total solar eclipse, when
theMoop covers the Sun for a Minute or so. (Both the Mooti and the Sun are,:
abopt 0.54e'keross as seen from Earth.) Most of irliat we knoW about the solar

'corona cattle from observations during total solar eclipses; which are visible
from small regions of the Earth's surface about twice a, year

- .

Core of the Sun:NuCleat Reactions
The Sun is the brightest object in the skyabout 1010 times .brighter than
the brightest

all

and about a million times brighter than the full Moon.
a 'Where does 311 its radiant energy come from? It is easy to show that chemical

reactions such as burning cannot provide the vast amount of power radiated
by the Sun. Astronolners have,carefully, measured the solar energy. assing
through each square meter perpendicular to the Earth-Sun line ea and in
all wavelengths from ultraviolet through visible and infrare ,'making
corrections for absorption by the Earth's atmosphere (see Pam et II). They
multiplied the measured energy per square meter per second by the number of
square meters in a sphere the size of the Earths orbit around the Sun to
get the total solar power okitputthe huge value Of 3:13 x 1028 watts
(Fig. 2.2). Even if the Sun were, composed entirely of hydrogen (H) and
oxygen (0), the chemical reaction 2H + O 0 H2O would burn out in a mere,
4000 years. Geologists haVe evidehce that the Sun has been shining at aboui
the same brightness for at least 4.5 billion years.

'Never lookctly at the Sun with the naked eye. Direct sunlight can damage your eyes.

1



Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of the layer's in the Sun.

In 1904, Einstein derived from pis Special RelatiVity Theary,the formula
E-= mc2, which shows that mass.in is eqUivalent2 to a yery large amount of
energy E (c is the velocity of light, 3-.x '108 misec). Physl$ists speculated that
mass was being converted.tO energy. inside the Sun, but it wasn't until 1938
that nuclear reactions were measured in the :laboratory-and iound to be
capable of doing this mass-energy conversion under the high temperatures
(10 000 000 K) and pressures known to exist in'the Sun's core. Other stars
are similar to the Sun; although 'much farther away, and 'these nuclear
reactions also.explain their power output.

44'
Mee Project Physics, Secs. 20.1, 24.1 to 24.4, 24.9. (Throughout this pamphlet, references

will be given to key topics covered in these standard textbooks: "Project. Physicl," second .

edition, Holt, Rinehart and Winstoit,'1975, and "Physical Science Study ComMittee" (PSSC);
fourth edition, D. C. Heath, 1976.). A .



Radius of Earth's orbit
r =1.50x108km

Measured
,E1 ..1.36)603W

`passing through a m2
at Earth's distance

. .

Determination of the total power output the Sun: Figure 2.2
Et = T r2E1 = 3.83 x.1033 ergs/s 3.83 x 1028 watts
in all directions.

The loss of mass (0.71 percent) occurs when four protons (hydrogen nuclei)
of 1.0081 atomic mass units each are compressed to form an alpha particle
(helium, nucleus) of 4.0039 atomic mass units.'This does not happen all at
Once but rather in a series of 'nuclear lotions that involve other atomic
nuclei. The productstof some of these reactions last for only a very short tithe.
They can proceed only if the temperature is extremely high so that all the
partiCles haye high velocities and high-energy impacts The pressufe also
must be high enough to provide many impacts on each nucleus per second.

Astronomers can compute the temperatuie, the, presstire, and the density at
various depths inside the Sun (or inside any star of giyen size and surface
temperature), using basically the gas law and Newton's Law of GraVitation.



The-gas law3 states that pressure is proportional to density times.temperature.
NewtOn'w LaW of Gravitation states that the deeper layers of the Sun are`
.pulling outerlayers down, so that the gas pressure ona centimeter of gas deep
in.the Sun is the weight of the 1-square-centirneter column of gas above it (but
to the surface. of the,Stin).,

These calmilations are complex.,"With the help of high-speed: electrdnic
computers. astronomers can estimate the Pressure, density, and teMperature
at any in the Sun.. This enables them to estimate at what depths in the -
Sun the nuclear reactions will "go" and also to calculate the energy releaied
per second at the-greater depths. They find that most of the nuclear energy
comes from 'a-Central Core, about one-sixth the radius of the Sun,. where
approximately',6 x 10'.' kilograms,of protOns are converted to helium nuclei
every seconds The density in this 240 000-kilometer-diameter core is .100 to
150 times the density 'of water (100 to 150 gm/cm3); therefore;, it contains
about 8 x 1 o2p kilograms; or 40 percent of the Sufi's mass. Its' temperature is ti

between .10 000:000 and 15 000 000 K.

The Photosphere: Surface Temperature' -
and Brightness
Calculatioiis.of conditions inside the Sun depend on the surface temperature,
which is measured by applying thePlaiik Radiation Law to the spectrurfi of
sunlight. This law (Table 2.1) is a formula relating the intensity 1.4 light
from a hot,..opaque surface to -the wavelength X'of the light and the tem-
perature T of the surface. From the complex Planck ftirmula, two simpler
formulas can be derived. The first tells about the color..of a hat surface:It.
states ifiat the wavelength of maximum intensity Xth is inversely proportional '
to the temperature T. The gun is yellow, with Xm equal to 5000 angstroms
(500 manometers) and the "color temperature" Tc'equal to 2.9 x 107/5000,
or 5800 K If its surface temperature were higher, Xm would be smallerand
the Sun's colOr bluer. If the Sun were cooler, Xm'would be larger and the
Snn's color redder (Fib. 2.3). In this way, astronomers get 'the surface
ttmperature of stars; red stars with a Surface temperature of about 3000 K '
and blue-astth with a surface temperature of 30 000 K or more These tun-
peratures can also be estimated from absorption lines4 in *star's spectrum.
Of course, the internal temperatures of the Sun and all the other. stars are
much higher (they have to be about 10 000 000 K for the nuclear reactions '!Pr.

to occur).

'Project Physici, Sec. 11.5; PSSC. Secs. 17-1 to 17 -5.
'Project Physics, Sec. 19.1. #



Laws of Radiatiofi Table 2.1
(See Fig. 2.3)

The other formula derived from the Planck law tells about brightness. It
states that the total energy Et. radiated from a surfice in all wavelengths'of
light (ultraviolet, Visible, infrared;,7and radio) N Vproportional to . The data
in Figure 2.2 show that each square meter of the Sun's photosphere (695 000- ,
kilomlter radius) radiates 6.3 x 101 watts. From the brightness fdrmula
(Table 2:1), we find the brightness temperature TB to be 5800 K.

Below the photosphere, the temperature increases toward the center of the
Sun. There are at least two, layers we can discuss (Fig. 2.1). In the ra,tilie
transfer layer, the energy is carried, outward by photons of light thalt are
absorbed in the opaque gas, then reemitted, then absorbed aftei traveling a
few millimeters, and so onThere are also one or two convective layers Where
the energy is carried outward by rising hot gas (as cooler gas falls). Such Ai
convection currents are not simple. The Sun's rotation, the strong magnetie'
fields near the equator, and temporary hotspots complicate the layers.
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,

2000 4000 ' 6000

.VVayelength, A

Figure ?.3 Planck Law of Radiation from an opaque surface. The areas under the curves
give the total energy output in Joulespexit sul from each square meter: Et
5.67 x 10 -8 W7m2: K4:

Layers AbOve..the Photosphere:
ChroMosphere and Corona
Gises above the.Sun's photospheYe.are transpirent, . Ink they glow because of
Their high temperature. The red glo'W of the chromolphere.(color sphere) can
be seen for a few seconds. just after the MOon covkrs the Sun in a total eclipse.
Thelayer is only about 3000 kilorneiers thick, and the lower part is at a
someWhat 'lower temperature than the photosphere. The red glow is mainly
due to the emission of hydrogen at, the 6563-angstrom (656.3-nanOrneter)
wavelength. Astronomers can .photpgraph the, chrOmosphere without an
eel*, using the emission-line wavaengths only. Their photographs show
huge., flamelike "proMinences" pUshed out of the chromosphere by The
pressbre of sunlight, The gas-density in the chromosphere is aboUt 10-5 kg/m 3.
(10'8 times the density of water), and the temperature increases from' 500 K.
near the,bottom of the chromosphere to 100 000 K near the top (Fig. 2.1).

This .increase temperature with height continues through the greeniSh
corona to read) several million kelvin. At firsi, it was puzzling to astronoters



to find that the temperature of these very' low density gaseS increases with
height and gets. so high that x-rays are emitted (wavelengths less than 100
.angstroms, or 10 nanometers). It is now thought that sound waves carry
energy up. from below the photosj)herestd heat the corona. The intenSe light
rays pass through the transparent corona without. beating it

Two photographs of the solar corona during a total eclipse are'shown in
Figure 2.4. The shaPe of the corona can vary widely; depending ori tiZe
number.of sunspots it the time of the eclipse. The corona often has lOng
streamers and rays that are thought tdmatch the magnetic field ofthe.Sun. The
outer edge of the corona is not as sharply defined as it appears to be in the
photographs; that is a longer exposure will show more oche outer Cortina."
Previous space experiments on Skylab and. Apollo missierts showed that the
outer corona merg8 into' the "'zodiacal light," a faint band 'that extends all
around the sky (Fig,*2.5).the z,odiacal light near the Sun is part of the solar
corona. Farther away, it isvisible sunlight reflected friim dust in: the solar..
systemdust that is orbit near the common plane of'the planets' orbits
called the zodiac (the "ecliptic" in. Fig. 2.5). vs

. .. ..
Corona photographed during a total eclipse (Yerkee ObiAirvatopi.... ,..-Flgare 2.4:
s).. ..

,.

(s) .At,sunspot.inininium. . (b) At sunspot maxima.



figure 2.5 - SCrernatiC diagram of the inner corona, the outer corona, and the zodiacal light
. (Except for the Sun's photosphere, there are no sharp edges to any of these

regions.)

.

D The Artificial Solar Eclipse,,
Joint Experiment -MAA48
The prithary objective of the Artificial Sol Eclipse Experiment was to

.
photograRh the outer corona: and Measure its brightness M white light at
Wavelengths from 4000 to 7500 angstroms (400 to 750 nanometers). The
Apollo spacecraft was used to eclipse the Sun for Soyuz. .A secondary
objective was to check the'gas,and particles around Apollo. Such a -"con
tdmi ating atmosphere," which leaks off every spacecraft, would show up
well

ry
n photographs of Apollo With the bright Sun (and corona) behind it. Of

course, the Apollo atmosphere would:interfere with 'measurements of the,
. corona on the phouigraphs taken from Soyuzat least of the inner corona;'.

,closeto the rim of Apollo. ..

The plan for separating -AtiOilO'and Soyuz just after.sunrise and keeping
Apollo belween Soyuz aid the Slikfor 8:minutes is shown in Figure 2.6. The
astronauts couldlook,:ihack atilSojmz and Make sure that the round Apollo

,,

shadow covered Soy*. The cosmonauts ph6tographed thrbugh a window on
the hatch that led into. the Docking Module (see. Pamphlet I) when the two
spacecraft were docked. Before undocking, the astronauts attached a "light
baffle" to the outside of that window: This baffle shielded the window from 7---
"earthlight" (sunlight effected frorrettje-Earth's. surface).

After the docking fiches were opened, the Apolk Reaction Control
System (RCS, see Pamphlet I) jets were fired for 7 secon to give Ap(;ilo a
I-rn/sec velocity away, from Soyuz toward the St. After coasting for about
3.5 minutes to a distance of 225 meters from Soyuz, Apollo fired the RCS jets
in the other direction to stop Apollo's coast a tostart it returning Soyuz.



Orbit and **parallel' of Apollo and Sciyuz for the Artificial Solar Eclipse, Ex- FiSure 2.6
penmen. MA -14th 0

Eartti surface in sunlight



They KeduCked about 4 minutes later. At maximum separation (225 meters),
Apollo looked twice as large as the' Sun as viewed from Soyuz. It covered the
Sun completely. However, there was a _bright rim around Apollo that was
caused by diffraction o the strong sunlight at Apollo's edges. Also; during
one interval of 142 sec ds, earthihine was strongly refleqed off the Apollo
underside and ipoile 4 of he Soyuz photographs.

The Soyuz cain was automatic. It had an f/2.8 lens with a 90-Millimeter
focal length and gave photographs 50- millimeters square on special high
speed Kodak film. The camera took. a repeated, sequence of six. exposures
from I/6- to 11 -seep toturation; nine such sequences (54 photographs)
were obtained before" fter the foursequendes spoiled. by earthihine. The
wide range of ph s was used because no one was Sure in advance what

ex,Ae.
wide
exposure time woujebe best. The outer corona appeate4on 19 photographs.
The filmvias calibrated with t2 exposures. to light of known brightnesi in a
MesC0fli&latory and then developed. The density of the developed film
(see,619,siary) Was measured on the corona photographs and on thelaboratory
phiraphs. ThelLthe corona brightness (intensity) was plotted.

The:Photographs, show Apollo with its bright rim; the corona, the planet..
Mercury, and two bright stars identified as Gamma Geminorum and Alpha

. Canis Minoiis. The positions Of the °stars relative to,the Sun at the time, the
photographs were taken are known; thus', the Russian scientists could, plathe
Sun (behind Apollo) on each photograph and relate the) measurid corona
intensity to places on diagrams like -the one shown In Figtite.7.. The
temperanires of the two stars are knoWn.from earlier obseations;therefore,
the intensity'of their imageran the q

ry
vuz film was used' to calibrate:the

measured corona intensity (to ± 15 percent). lit

There were two other problems with the photographs: 0) light from inside
the SOyuz cabin was reflected from the wibdoWlustin front'ront of the camera, and
(2) the camera-lens efficiency decreased from the center to the edge of each
photograph. The Russian scientists took care of the fast problem by measur-
ing. the reflected Soyuz cabin light in one of the rust photographs taken when
the nearby Apollo shadOWed the window from outside. Then. they
subtracted this cabin -light intensity from the measured corona intensities:. The
measured inteniities also had to be corrected,near the edges' of each photon
graph because of the reduced lens efficiency there.

t



Mercury

Corona photograph and contour plat. Each line on the contour plot shoWs the
". position Of one brightness level. The photograph wit a 0.33-second exposure

when Soriz was 55 meters from Apollo. .

a

Figure 2.7
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Results of the Artificial Solar Eclipse /

Experiment
Eight of the MA1148 photographs were accurately measured. Six of these
show the outer corona and two show the effeci of firing the Apollo RCS jets.
Each of these photographs was scanned with a microgeniitometer, a machine
that measures film deasity: in each 0.1L by 0.1-millinieter. square over the
entire 50- by 50-millTmeter pliotOgraph (500 x 500 .7- 250 000 measurements
on each photograph). These densities were then converted to intensitiei,ki:

The resulting, corona intensities (and the Soyuz cabin light and Ap011O
foreground contamination) are shown on the photograph and the contour
'plOt in Figure 2.7. Each line on the contour plot runs through measured points
of the,same intensity on ihe photograph; and,the contour line isabeled with
the intensity value in units' of -10-1°- of the Sun's surface intensity in White

The higheSt conIour"(near the circle repreSenting Apollo) is 7 units,
and the lowest (at left) is 1.75 units. The image of Mercury (left center), the
star Gamma Getninorum (Upper left), and the star Alpha Canis Minoris (top)
are much brighter. Three, straight lines through the Sun's image (off center
.behind Apollo) show the southerly direction toward upper right, the westerly
direction toward upper left, and the ecliptic e running through Mercury toward
the left. The-straight border along the bottoin of the cOntour.Plot in Figure 2.7
is the edge of the light-baffle outside the Soyuz .wkdow,,oand all intensities-
below it should be zero. The Soyuz cabih light ha .yet been subtracted,
nor has the correction for:lens efficieney been made,:'

A similar contour plot and: a; photograph taken when.the Apollo RCS jets..
we is Shown in Figure 2,8. The propellant gas and particles in the jet
exhaust scatter sunlight from fourlong pluines.;.The Russian Principal hive's-
tigatOr, G. M. ilikolskiy;.,iiotes that his eiperiment is an effective-Way to

4 study contaminants produced by RCS jet .engines.!'
From Figure 2.7 and three others like it (with the RCS jeteoff), the Russian

scientists subtracted, the Soyuz cabin light and obtained intensities in the outer
coiona.arid zodiacal light from 2° to 129-from the.Sun along the ecliptic. Figure
2.9 shows the measured intensities from 2° to 17° (solid line), the Soyuz cabin
light (dotted line), and the corrected corona intensities (dashed line). The
formula for corona intensity jt that fits their measurements is

4 x. 1071
, =

/0 ,(R(/20)5

Where Ro is the radius of the Sun and /0 is the, surface brightneSs of the. Sun.



Corona photograph and Contour plot when the Ap Olio RC8quad Jets were on. Figure 2.8 .
The photograph was a 0.33-secOnd exposure when SOyuz was 109 meters .

from Apollo.
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The dot-dash line shoWs measurements that were made from an airplane in
1954. These measurements are three times fainter than the MA-148 results.
It seems that the outer corona is much brighter than previously thought,
although no explanation- has been given by .solar physicists.

Questions .fOr Discussion
(Brightness, Sun's Core, Surface Temperature, Spectra, Corona)

11 The.Sun is 1010 times brighter than the. brightest star in the sky: If stars
were other suns with the same power output and size' as our Sun, how far from
Earth would they be

2. If 6 x 101' kilograms of. protons' are converted:to helium nuclei in the
Sun's core each second, how long Will.it be before all the protons in the core
are used up? What will happen thin?

16
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3. Blyue s.giont stars have surface temperatures as high, a30 000 K. If they
are the same.Siie as 'our Sun, how 'Much more energy, are they radiating per
second? . 1- .

4; Just before and just after totality in yolk, eclipSe, the chromosphere:
shows briefly at one edge of the Moon. What kind of Spectrum does it shoW?

S. Flarei are violent eruptions in the photoiphereandchrOmosphere. They
fie chargedparticles out of the Sun at high velocity. Would you expect a flare
to have any effect on, the corona above it?

6. During the Skylab missions, x- ray :photographs Were takeii ofthe Sun
from -orbit. I-low largedoes the Sufi look in such x-ray photographs?.

What,was the expected advintage of photographing' the corona from'
.:.SoyuzcomOared with phdtographing it from the grOund during a total eclipse?
What disadvantages were discovered?

:

kloW would you preVent cabin, light from being reflected off theWindow
into the camera, as occurred on Soyuz7'

9; What can be learned about the Sun's corofialfrom the corrected meas-
urements' of its brightness compared with ea flier measurements'from an
airplane (Fig. 2.9)?

o
e it:

*.

4
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Start, and .gas....C.10uds'
in the:Milky Way

Stellar Spectra
Astronomers photograph the stars. They, also measure stellar speCtra by
spreading a star's'light,Out into its different colors using a'prisrn or diffraction
grating.. At wavelengths longer than visible red light; there are invisible

. infrared "heat waves ", and radio waves. At wavelengthsShorter than visible
;light, there:are..ultraviolet rays, x-rayS"; and gamma rays, Paniphlet H):
Figure 3.1 stlOWs the complete electromagnetic spectrum and the parts that get
.thrOugh the. Earth's. atmosphere. Note the three, scales: wavelength:.?t. in
,angstroms and meters; .frequency fin, hertz; and photon energy E in electron- '.

=volts.- It is useful to remember thatf .c1k andE = hf (where c is the velocity
of light and-h is the Planck constant) and that E 12 345/ a in angstroms:
ISee.Painphlet H.). . .

The spectrnm of:a star tells. much about its temperature (Fig, 2;3), its
material composition, as mgtion, and even its Size. Until abote1945,
tastronotners could observe only that part of the spectrum that gets through the . ..
atmospherevisible light and a little more on each side (ultraviolet and

' infrared). In the 195(1"S, radio telesCopes extended the observed spectrum over
most of t6e14iOli shown in Figure3.1 where the atmosphere is transparent.
Now in the glace Age; we can observe the 'entire spectrum with instruments
on rockets. and spaceciaft above the atmosphere. In addition to the general
4thanges of intensity with :wavelength 1 x that indicate a star' Ssurface tern-
permute, the spectrum ShoWs abSorptiOn lines-4aps where a gas has absorbed
specific_ waVelengths. Each atom and each ion has a of such lines;
therefore, can tell what elements' are in the ,atmosphere of a star by,.

. measuring the lines in the spectrum. You can ilSo estimate the
by noting 'the elements that7are ionized. For. example, lines due to ionized '

helium (He *) show that 'the temperature is about' 20.000 k. .

.If the stasis receding from Earth at some e-Speed v, the patternOf absorption
lines is 'shifted from the normal wavelength A to a slightly larger value
a ± AA. The' 'red shift" is 0 A = ki,/c. This "Doppler shift".goes the other
way (Wile shift) for approaching stars (see Pamphlet Iv).

A luminous cloud of gas between the stars is called a nebula. Its spectrum
shows emission lines°(rather than absorption lines) at the same wavelengths
that are characteristic of each atom (usnally hydrogen, oxygen, or nitrogen).
The emission energy comes froM nearby stars whose ultraviolet light' is
,absorbed.'by the gas, atoms; then reemitted. .

:About 50 years ago, astronomers discovered nonlurnirious gas between the
. stars thitt gives "interstellar absorption lines." These are lines due to calciuth
ions (Ca.+) and sodium atoms (Na) which have different Doppler shifts from
other lines in the same spectrum. Such "different" linesare causedby the
gas' in interstellar space between us and the 'stir. It soon became clear that



*.

The electromagnetic spectrum and mkt gets through the Earth'. atmosphere.
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space between the stars is not empty. Radio telescopes detected an abundanee
of hydrogen, and about 50 different molecules have now beer; deteeted in
interstellar space. The strongest hydrogen absorption line, at a wavelength' of
1216 angsiroms (121.6 nanometers), is found in the spectrum of every star
observed above. the Earth's atmosphere. It is due to hydrogen along the line
of sight betty* us and the star:

The Milky Way. Galaxy
The Milky Way is a hazy band stretching all the way around the sky where the
stars are much more numerous than in othRr parts of the sky. This band is our
"inside view" of the Milky Way Galaxy. It shows us that the Galaxy is a huge
diSk filled with stars; gas; and dust (Fig. 3.2). The Sun and the Earth are
located about two - thirds of the distance from the center to the edge of the disk.
When we look along the plancof this disk, we see the band of stars that.we call

'f
the -Milky Way.

There are more than 100 billion stars in the Milky Way Galaxy and ah
almost:equal mass of interstellar gas and dust. AstronoMers have learned this
froth Ounting the stars on photographs and by measuring the rotation of the
Gala#: They find that the Sun and other nearby, stars are moving at about 250
km/see in enormous orbits around the center of the Galaxy, which is 30 009
light years (2.8 x 1017 kilometers) away in the direction of the constellation
Sagittarius (see Pamphlet II). (Sagittarius is a group of bright stars that look as
though they are close together in space; actually, they are spread out along the
arrow in Figure 3.2.) From the size and period of these- orbits, one can
caltulate that the mass of material (stars, gas, and dust) inside the Sun's orbit
is, about 4 x 1041 kilograms or 2 x 101' solar masses.,-(By Newton'. s Laws,
this is the mass needed to pull the Sun around such a large orbit.) This picture
is tonfirmed by other galaxiei, much farther away, which also have sOiral,
arms, nebulae, and dust clouds in orbit around a nucleus.

The interstellar gas is not uniform; it is more dense in.sorneplaceS than in
other's.. There are also clouds of dust, which obviously obicure the visible
light from more distancestars and nebulae (see Pamphlet II). This has led
astronomers to a they Of Star:formation. Stars are being formed right now in
our Milky Way Galaxy and in other galaxies?, A cloud of gas and dust gets
concentrated by chance in interstellar space. Then gravitatiolfil force pulls
this cloud together and increases the concentration of Matter: As the material
falls into the center, the kinetic energy of impacts among the particles heals
the material. When the star gets to be abbut the size,of our Sun, the central
temperature reaches approximately 10 000 000 K; and nuclear reactions
begin.
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Figure 3.2 Top view and Cross section of the Milky Way Galaxy,a gigantic rotating
stars,. gas,. and dust, about 100 000 light-years In diameter and 5000 I
years thick, with a bulge or halo around the center of .mass.



tellar Evolution
The beginning of nuclear reactions in its core isjust the first step in the life of
star. After it Settles doWli to "burning" hydrogen' (converting protons' to
helium nuclei); it has a long life without much change: The length of this life
depends on the Mass of the star. A giant star 10 or 20 times more massive than 4'
the Sun:" bums" its hydrogen more rapidly and laits a shorter time perhaps
only 100 million years. A star the size of our Sun should last 10 billion years or
more,. and a smaller star shoUld last even lager.

As the hydrogen is burned up, the.star's core becomes a "dead" mass of
helium, and the burning hydrogen is in a shell around this dead mass. of
helium, Which grows ever larger. In a giant star, theM is finally a:collapse,
then a huge "supernova explosion," which bloWs most of the star's mass out
into an expanding nebula called a "Supernova remnant" (see Pamphlet II).
The core remains as wcompact, high-density Neutron Star, BefOre and during
the explosion, a new set of nutlearreactions begins, "burning" the helium
"ashes" of the earlier hydrogen burning.

If the original. star was smallermore like our Sun in mass.7it may, go
gh a pulsating. stage of expansion and contraction or explode less

violently. .A less violent explosion leaveS -a White Dwarf star, is
compact but less dense than a Neutron. Star. The White Dwarf is initiallj, hot
and cools very slow. ly for many billions of years. Many White Dwarfs and a
few Neutron Stars have been observed by astronomers, and there are
many more as yet undiScovered because they are so faint. Gravitational force
slowly takes over as such stars cool.

. How does a star, die? The end of a star's life is not fully understood;
however, it is theorized that, as a White Dwarf or a Neutron Star cools,
graVitational.force. begins to take Over.. With no gas pressure to keep. the
"puffed up," gravitational force squeezes such stars into Blac:Ic Holes *ith
space,; so curved around them Mat neither particles nor light can get in or out
.(see Pamphlet II).

The Extrerie Ultraviolet' Survey,
Experiment-MA-083

,

By 1974, gamma-tay, x-ray, and far-ullraviolel observations had been made
from rockets and spacecraft above the Earth's atmosphere. Some of these are
described in Pamphlet II: The extreme ultraviolet (EUV) rays are between
x-rays and far - ultraviolet rays at wavelengths from lo to 1000 angstroms (1 to
100 nanometers) (Fig. 3.1). Astronomers had little hope Of detecting' EUV

y.



Front view of the EUV telescope after assembly at dm UnkrersIty of Calkloinla
at Berkeley (University of 'California phOtoamph). .

from stars because interstellar hydrogen strongly absorbs all Wavelengths
from 912 down to about 20 angsiroMs (91.2 to 2 nanOmiters). (The abundant
hydrogen atom absorbs these wavelengths when it is ionized.) However, there
was evidente of gaps in the hydrogen clouds or of very, low hydrogen density
in some directions where. EUV photons might get:through to Earth. The EUV.
measurements would fill in the complete electromagnetic spectrum and might
lead to discoveries of some superhot stars.

The need was tabUild a very sensitive EUV telescope that could detectfaint
EUV radiation from hot stars that were shrouded by interstellar hydrogen.

.
Stuart Bowyer, the Principal Investigator at the University, ofCalifornia at
.1Berkeley, planned the use of the EUV teleseope shown in Figure 3.3. BeCause
,;EUV photons behave like x -rays, the telescope could not be. a lens or a
concave mirror: as in'an optical. telescope. Instead, it was a series of four ring
mirrors shaped so that a beam of incoming EUV photons would be reflected to
a common focus. The aperture (front opening) was 24 centimeters (about 3
feet) in diameter,. and the effective area w s about 10 square centimeters
(because of reflection and filter transmissio losses). Each ring was coated
With a thin layer of gold to increase the re ection of EUV photons at high
angles of incidence.



Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show how the telescope focused EUV photons through
a filter onto a channeltron detector using a special semiconductor cerapic as a
photocathode, Tlie^EOV, photons released photoelectrons froirolig photo-
cathode, and each electron was sncked into the channeltrOn tube by about 100
volts. The inside surface of the curved chatineltion tube was coated with a
Material that released two Or more electrons,whenever an election hit it
Therefore, about 108 elections came out' of the; positively charged (3000 volt)
end for each photoelectron that enteted.7hjs short pulse was.amplified and
counted? After 0.1 second, the .number of counts was telemetered to the
Mission Control Center (MCC) at the NASA Lyndon B Johnson Space`
Center (JSC) in. Houston, where it was recorded on magnetic tape together
with the time:

The telescoPe-channeltroncombination had a field of 'view of 2.5° in the
sky; that is, it counted EU)/ photons from all sources in a 2.5° circle. The
telescope was mounted in the'side of the Apolki Service Module, and could be
aimed at any seleCted point in the by rolling and turnip the spacecraft (see
pamphlet 1): The pointing direction was radioed to JSC so that the scientists
could tell where the EUV teleseope was pointed every second that it was in

To get In EUV spectrum, fi,ie filters were used.. These filters were located
On a wheel,in front of the detector (Fig.. 3.5). Each filter was a thin film of
material that' let through only a selected band Of wavelengths or phot' s of
selected energies, as shOwn in Table 3.1. . .--,./ kic

A sixth "opaque" filter was used to check the backgroundnnt alse ,
.

counts:.due to defects in the detector and .electrobics. These fa counts

amounted to 0.6 count/sec, Which was later subtracted from the iiihei;EUV
photon counts recorded at JSC: The astronauts poe ted the EUV telescope by
rolling and turning Apollo,,ihen they switched tti telescope iimi.., T e filter ,
wheel automatically placed each filter in front of the detector, f9;t0. cond;
then moved to the next filter. Radio signals to JSC ndicated*hic er was
in place. The EUV telescope was pointed at a.st for 4,(4,' utes, lhen .
pointed 3° off the star for another feW minutes to ge theaky ekground. If the
startwas emitting EUV photons, they were me red_by determines g the
difference between the star and the backgroimd, as shown ifi'Vigures 3:c and
3.7.

The sensitivity of each filter-telekope combination,was known from pre-
flight laboratory tests. The count rate for a star thus could be converted to the
nu;riber of EUV photons arriving each second. This calculation was done
separately kir each filter, so we know the number of 9-electronvolt photons
arriving each second, the number of 24 e1cctronvolt photons, 46=electronvolt
photons, and so on up through the values listed in Table 3.1. These nuthbeis
Make up the EUV spe rum' of each star observed.
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Figure 3.4 . Schematic diagram of EUV teleacope focusing by the glanclog-incide
rocs. The clianneltron detector Is also shown.

The EUV telescope was pointed at 30 different stars, 8 of them ilotte than
once, and at many parts of the sky background for a total operating time of 40
hours. Positive results were obtained 'on four of the stars, and the EUV
background was measured over about one-third of the sky.
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Diagram of the MA-083 EUV telescope. Figure 3.5

,Resuilts of the EUV S4tvey Experhuent
The spectrum of 'a star in the constellation Coma Bereniciscalled HZ 43
is showtrin Figure 3.8. (it is number"43 -.in a list of White DWarf stall. pub
lished by Milton Hutriason and Fritz Zwicky in 1950:) The peak intensity is at
a photon energy of(46 electronvolts or a wavelength .km of 270 angstroms
(27 nanometers), approximately. Using the color formula in'Table 2.1, we
can estimate the surface temPeratur6 as T = 28 97,0 000/270'.= .107 000 K.
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This is a very. high temperature for the photosphekof a star. Other astron-
omers measured the distance to 44j as 200 light-Years and showed that it is
a White. Dwarf star of 5000-kiloMeter radius, (1/140th the size of the
Sun). The MA-083 Experiment EU y measurements show that it is the hottest
White. Dwarf known.. (Measurements of the ViSual spectrtimifrom groutid-
based Ohservatoriei could riot shoW this becatise the spec-dud-it:if a 100 609k
star is almost the same a§ the speetrum of a' 50 090 K.Itar in thi.,inter*.al.
from 3000 to 10 000 angstroms (300 to 1000 nanometeisImeaSured front the
Earthy Surface. See Figs.'. 13 and 3. 1.0

h6. Three other stars were detected by the guy tqlescope. In' ac of these four
cases, there is by chance, very little hiterstellar hydrogen along the line of
.sight. We happen to see these four stars through gaps in the interstellar
hydrogen clouds. In fact, the. eombination of observatiOris, EUV
observations; and x -ray observatiens (Painphlet II) giv6s act estimate of th d
number of hydrogen atOfris akin the line oLsightapproxiinately 002
atom/Cm3 for HZ 43. Mother White DWarf,Teige 24 in.-the consttlitiOnG
Cetus, was found to be almost as hot as HZ 43; the hydrogen density in its
direction is approximately 0.01 atom/cm3.
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EUV telescope pointings for a star observation.-The telesCope beamIs 2.E* in
"diameter. There may be faint Stars In the background of each, pointing.
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ypfdel'EUV count fifes through one filter..'. Figure 3.7
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The diirdAtar detected Was j'roxima.dpntaiiii, the.lOsest.kiiown st to the'
. Sui.441ightlears away. Proxima,intheconstellatiOnCentaithis, is V ry faint

and COol'(3000.K), so it is surprisingithat;it emiti.142.:electioninAt photons of
wavelengths from 55 to 150 angstroms ,(5;510 .15 ,naitoinef4tOc. the most
sensitiveguy filter-detectercombingiOn.The itar,viS:iiiit:Aetetteckluring a
second Pointing; which indicates that the:-. etsy -.Phiiionk.:*)e?,(4ited by

.:. . Proxima in burSts or '.'flaIi " "Visible light flarekfroM 1''roiitia,14ing less
that! an hOutc had pre*,./iO been observed by:ground-based aitratiOnters::
Tbeflares'ite then erliiletne kind ofexplosion, 'p6ilibli:a4ed4PY i.).. ,

renuclear reit:Owns in a small gion 'of the star's pliotosphete..SUch"e)cOlifsiOns
More than donble.t4 star's visual brightness for a short time, and thOUY ..:.. 7.. : , .:

*ensurenientip sliked that temperatures in the PrOl1inia flare were abdt.00.:.:,. i5;, '..

limes the star's surface temperatUfe.,:: .'
. ' .. , : . : ': .... -`

**Other' exPlesion ;Was observed *,a star called SS Cygni., The EUV..,... ,,.. 4,
telekOpe .was pointed at that 'Star :in the constellation Cygnus' after other
astrononierOelephoned the MA-pp:Scientists at JSC to say t Cygni*.ad;SS CYgnbad,.: :,

suddenly increased to 40 times JS normal brightness on July 17, 1975. (Tliey.,::`.;r..
were monitoring SS Cygni because it is a "recurrent nova," eiplOding like

IA this at unpredictable times.) Extreme-nitraviolet photons (142 electionvoltS);1;
were detected on July 20, but they could barely. be detected 15 hoUra later and -`-'

e
..

couldnot b detected at all on the third Id4k22 hOurs later. When all the visualT
observitROts of SS. Cygni are collectedl,and analyzed, it may be possible :to
cgtubme;them with the EUV intensities t lot the 4istory of a nov a explosiiiii.
:,...,4Theevy telesCope was'pointed at eietats.. Most of them were Wh'

., .. DWailsr10 very 4ar away, and all of t e Were expecteCl,t&emit EUV li t.
.! None of these stars were detected. FrOTnilie known .sensitiAtY of the EUV

.,.N f-1,Ittr-deteloor combinations,: this means ,.,hatfewei::thiiiii?50 EUV photons
-'iniin thosestais enter a 1-sgpare-met pertine each, sed440. Thii Infonna-
_tion is useful: itlsets li its. on the m aturei pf: th6.,Stars 'and on the
hydroge 4nsit§,;along the line of st f:

eachThe E '\.iSky-bickgro d measureine for e of the observed stars
alio give luiinkornaati n :These mean ents average about 2 counts/sec
and are* tkixiniately the iaMe over one t ird of the Sky. N&Otte yet krovis
where tht, EUV .photons are conling,,k0 . They inu$tiofig.. te nearby,
beeausel . 1Iar,bydrogen absorbs to photons so effeeih,e1 . .

s ..

A
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;

i
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. Questions for:. of iisiO
(Spectra, Ionization, rature)

10. if you plot the number of photons 4*Weliei:gi:.(or wavelength)
insteddof the intensity' in Figure 2.3, how 4iiiiii'the,c'utVeS.:be changed?

11. The Sun's spectrum shows many absoipttOn:ihies.otymi kre) and the,
iron ion Feb. The Fe atom is ionized to Fe+ 4#5-7.1A eter.AffOolts; that is
Oollisions of1.83-electronvolt energy, knock one 010.0troii Fe atom. ;.
The Fe+ ion has a different set of absorption, lineSi:Plair:hol.iiFe and Fe+
lin look in the spectra of stars cooler than the*i.4it'''

2. Inca double star, one star orbits around ;tt 00'ebing us,
n receding. Suppose that such a pair of stars is di- 4 erode of an
erstellar gas cloud. Both stars and the cloud contain sodiUM.;049:kbe hOW...;;
sodiuin absorption lines in the spectium of one of the stdriOinte during
rbit.

13. Hydrogen atoms are ionized by 13.53 electronvolts: A.
.

electronvolt photon (wavelength of 912-angstroms; or .91.2 nanonieters)
separates the electron/from the proton in a hydrogen atom. Whqat does, a
14-electronvolt photon (wavelength of 880 angstroms, or 88 nan*eters) do
to a hydrogen atom?

14. Ha galaxy (like the Milky. Way Galaxy in Figure 3.2) were notrotating,. 4
what differences would you expect ?. ,

3.

15. As hydrogen "bums" `to helium in the core of a star; whit happens to
the density there?

.
.

'16. Which is:Of/bat:11y .oper, a cool or a 'hot WhiteilViarf star?,:,
1..!;?z; ',

17, How fe. Could tie EIJV telescope detect separately two stars less than
2.50apaiii

'tlii :Itiptir stellar hydrogen were affecting the EUV Spectrum of HZ 43 in'
1~ lititi'3..8, would the actual temperature of that star be Iligher or lower than 1.:

-.:10/.00(f K?n,

ik iitisii, do astronomers estirnat;the faMiks of a White f.411/kt 14Z.437::..
{Hint: The brightness formula (Tattle 2.4) gives titeenlTWrac)iii&I per square

v

meter of surface. area.) -ie. ,,-
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The Discovery of Helium; Its SpeCtrum
The elementsI lium, an inert gas, was discovered in the Sun about 100 years
ago. (Its naMe,is deriVed from Helios, the Greek word for Sun.) The discovery
was made from the absorption `lines of helium in the Sun's spectrum. These
lines did not match the wavelengths of hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, iron, And
other elements: measured in the laboratory, In 1895, helium gas was identified
in natural gas on Earth.

Helium absorbs and emits several lineS at visual wavelengths. Howevei, fts
strongest line, the most sensitive detector of helium, is at 584 angstroms
(58.4 nanometers) in the EUV. The helium ion He has a different set of
lines, with the strongest at 304 angstroms (30.4 manometers),. also in the
guv. If you want to detect hel hint or ionized d helium in space, look for these
two lines. That is what was done in the Helium-Glow Experiment (MA-088)
on the Apollo-Soyuz

g Formation of the Elements.

gee

Why is the amount of helium in space important? The answer to this question
comes from a theory of how the 92 chemical elements we know were formed
during the-15-bill ion-year history of the universe. One idea is that the iiniVerse
started as pure hydrogen and that helium (and all the other elements) were
forriml by nuclear reactipns in the cores or,stars (Sec. 3C). A more recent
ihePOirstates that there was 25-percent helium at the beginning, when the
Big hang explosion caused all the matter to fly outward and form the

;;*galaxies (and later the stars in those galaxies) that we see today. Measuring
today's ratio of helium to hydrogen in interstellar space may help to decide

'.1; which Df these, two theories about how the universe Vitieflis,forrect...
A fraction of the.original hydrogen present in the,KierSectOndensed into

stars. In these stars, just as in the Sun, .hydrogen ,w4 aillverked helium. In
the case of larger stars, nuclear reactions led toth0fOrmatioriof rlements even
heavier than helium, such as carbon, 'nitiogeeopxygery.arin p-in, Eventually,
the stars blew up in supernova explosions. These ekillosions released the
heavy elements formed in the core to interstellar space as gases. These gases
then mixed with the original hydrogen (or hydrogen and helium) to ford
second generation of stars. These new start then continued the manufacture of
new elements. There may have been three or four such generations. It is thus
+of interest to determine the proportion of heavier, elements present in the
universe and to match these proportions to those predicted by theory;
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Astronomers e unate;the relatiVe amounts.ot eleinents in stars from the
strengthi of their absorption lutes in'the-spectriint of etch star. In every case,.
hydrogen most abundant,Ilie .Earth lost most otitsattifosPlieric hydrogen.
during its early stages, but geolRgists can eitimale*Whatiraction of the Earth's

° mass is oxygen, silicon, nagnesiuM, iron, nickel;!, and so on. All these
observations have been combined into a single table of the abundances of
elements, froMitiydrogen (atomic number 1) to uraniara(atonde number 92).

11owever, helium is probably more abundant in the cores of stars than on their
surfaces. Thus, the place to get the correct helium/hydrogen abundance of the
original universe is in interstellar space.

Interitellar Gas Moving Through
the Solar" ,System
Because the Sun is moving at about 15 km/sec through the interstellar gaS,
there is an ". interstellar wind.'.' blowing into the solar system at 15 'km/sec

.,;,...,:.from the forward direction (the direction of the constellation.CYgnus)..Some
the Sun's light is absorbed and remitted by this .gas.in emission lines of

Wavelengths of 304 ang'stroms (30.4 nanorneters) for helium ions and 584
angstroms (58 A nanometers) for helium. These Wayelengths are changed by
the DOppler shifta blue shift if we lOolk into the wind or a red shift if we look
downwind (see Pamphlet IV). The shift is DX =Xv/c = 584 (15/300 000)
angstroms = 0.03 angstrom (0.003 nanometer) for the 584-angstrom line of
heliuM. The 307km/Sec velocity of the Earth in its orbit around the Sun can
change this'Doppler shift, but Figure 4.1 .shoWs that the Earth was moving .
across the line of sight in July i975,, giving no additional Doppler shift. The
MA-088 scientists:used the 0.03-angstrom red shift to separate interstellar
helium glow from` a local glow of helium in the outer part of the Earth's
atmosphere which was also stimulated by sunlight. (The local helium glow
had been photographed, by a far-ultraviolet telescope on the Moon during the

..:,fipollo 16 mission in 1972. It extends more than 5000 kilometers abOve the
h'art s surface.)

`The expected.direction of the interstellar Wind, the positions of the Earth,
. and the Earth's, orbital yelOcity around .the Sun on'July 20, 1975, when the.

MA -088 measurements were made are shown. in Figure 4.1. Downwind from
the Sun, there should be a concentration of the interstellar gas due to the Sun's
gravitational attraction as the gas sweeps by This "tail" was viewed from
Apollo-Soyuz through the local Earth glow. The interstellar glow was
recksycfted 0:43-angstrom, whereas the local Earth glow had no blue shift or
reshift (because Apollo-Soyui was moving horizontally,' neither toward the
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local helium nor alley froM it). The MA-088 scientists 'canceled the local
glow by placing in front of the MA-088 detector a'10- centimeter -long tube of
.4clium gas that absorbed all the local helium glow but-allowed the red-shifted
Interstellar helium glow from the Sun's tail to enter.

: .

The MA-488 Helium-Glow Experiment
The helium-glow detector was similar to the one used for the MA-083 EUV
telescope. There were four channeltrons with ceramic semiconductor photo-
'Cathodes. Two of them were located behind helium gas in tubes 10 centi-
meters long at a pressure of 0.013 N/cm2 and a temperature of 300 K. The
ends of the tubes were sealed with thin ,(300-nanometer) metal foil (tin and
aluminum) which' served as filters that were transparent to wavelengths
between 530 and 640 angstroms (53 and 64 nanometers);TWo other detectors
were located behind aluminum-foil filters covered with thin layfirs,of cartfail.'
These filters transmitted 170 to 450 angstroms (17 to 45 nanometers), includ-
ing the 304-angstrom line of helium ions:



Figure 4.2 shows the MA- 088 .Experiment detector, 1 35-centimeter cube
that weighed 23 'kilograms. The detector was mounted on the side of the
Apollo 'Service Module (gee Pamphlet I) near the EUV telescope and the`,"
-MA-048 Soft X-Ray Experiment telescope (see Pamphlet II). The four large

, holei (3.5,centimeter dianieter).are openings for the fair heliumllow det07:
tors. Theole size, and the shields inside:liMited the view of each detector to
a 15° Circle in the sky./All four detectors,were pointed in the same direction.
The two detectors without helium cells recorded the .304atigitioin
wavelength, both local and interstellar ionized helium glOw, thetwo detec-
tors behind the heliuM cells .recorded only the interstellar 584angstrom
helium glow when the cells Were-filled with heliwn. The two cells were
alternately filled-for 5 secOnds and then evacuated for sIeconds. One cell was
full while thcother was empty. The automatic-- filling was monitored by a
pressure gage, and records of: the pressure and the temperature of the helium
gas in both cells were transmitted to JSC.. When the cell was empty, the
detector recorded both local and interstellar helium glow at the 584-angstrom
wavelength. When the cell was full, it recorded only the.interstellar .helium

The electronics Used to read the EUV counts from each detector every 0.1
second are shown in Figure 4.3; The top two detectors withOut u. helium
absorption cell are the 304-angstrom.helium detectak The schematic "col,
limator" limits the view to 15°. fhe channeltkur has 3000 volts front. the
high-voltage power supply (HVPS) on the output end, and thig leads the
100-million-electron pulses to an amplifier and counting circuit.The
"counts" accumulated each 0.1 second were compressed in analog form to
-reduce telemetry to JSC through the NASA Spacecraft Tracking. and Data ,

Network(STDN) of radio stations. The loWer two detectors "looked cnii"
through heliUM absorptiontells, and the ggs filling-evacuating equipment is
shown schematically. Otherwise, the .counting and teleMetry is the same as
for the top two .sletectors.

TelOrietry received of JSC consisted of the folloWing data for each 0.1
second 'of time that the MA-088 Experiment was in operation: the number of
count, recorded in each of the four detectors, the helium pressure in each of
the two absorption cells, thehelium temperatumin each of the twoabsorption
cells, and "housekeeping" pressures and voltages. All these data had to be
correlated with records of the spacecraft attitude; that is, with the direction in
whiCh the helium-glow detectorS were pointing,. second by second. The
MA-088 Experiment was on for all the MA-083 EUV Survey (Sec. 3) and
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The hellum-glor detector. The four Isriiti'poles' are the vlewports for the four
photometers..

MA-048 Soft X-Ray (Pamphlet II) pointings. Slow_rolls.._of _the Apollo
spacecraft were made so that the MA-088- detectors swept
around, the entire sky and collected counts from almost all parts of the sky. The

tail of interstellar wiird'ibehind the Sun (Fig. 4.1) was scanned several
times. The direction of the Earth's shadow was also scanned because local
helium glow is small there.



-Figure 4.3 Schematic diagram of the MA-088 electioni system.
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Results',of the Hey um-Glow .pcperimeht
The .MA-08k,Experiment was operated on Apollo-S40 fOii total of 10
hours, which includes most of the time.allocated for the MA-048 (Soft X-Ray)
and MA -083: (EUV.SurVeY) Experintents.: The counts :were recorded &Very.

, 0:1 second; therefore; 360..000 readings were received from each of the four,
detectors:. The readings,f6r each sky position were averaged, and'COrrectioni
were made for atmospheric absorPtion with a large Comptiter. The pointing
direction was computed fot,each reading so that intensities could be plotted on
.a map of the sky. 'Basically, there ire three maps: (1)the sum of local 'and
Dopplei-shifted helium 584- angstrom glow, (2) the DoPPlAr7shifted 684.-
angstrom. from interstellai helium only, and (3) the s m of local and'.
Doppletshifted.:helium 304-angstrom glow: A fourth ma Was made by.:

4ubtraCti4hiapx.i),,from map, (1) to get the local helium 584-, g glow
ottly...;ThIST6tirthMop **idea of .ilie:;;` geocorona," a gl ing sphere of
4drOiers.414;,WiuOi*.tincl-;tAe-EartN,.ahoht 100 000 mete s in diameter
an,d Wick of .'',.glthiplec"...:hetethe Earth's. shadow is a pposite th Sun) (Fig.

it:4...084,:ine4tirethentslihiA that the ocal geocorOn: glow ac-.
-,,,'Counts for ahtint ,30 percent of 1:lie helium :4-angstrom hitens y in the
' nighttime sky. -

'..-Although there are some narrow'' W4 y .44'488 ohSeryatiOns co et. the.
entire sky and shOw 10 to 50 c unts/sec i he 584.-angstrbm readings. Map (2)
of the poppler-shifted 58.4 om oW show§`,patterns!' around the sky
that.agree roughly with Fs r :1, although the Sun's tail was not clearly
detected.. The ternileraturC to rstellar gas should affect theSepatternkk.,
the. higher the temperatuge;71, e fuzzy the patterns should be. There. are
no sudden changes in the: 58:4- gstrom intensity. where :the gas .is at high
temperature, because random her mil motions of helium atoms are added to
the interstellar-wind .vel§c y 'fuzz" the expected gas.. motions and
Doppler shifts....13y ditu df the fuzziness, the scientists hope to get
the temperatur0 Of.t gi4ei 411..ai, the amount of helitiM.

Tilesheliudt; 04t, gstroni shows the glOw.ofthe local.geocoronaD

well,. it 4IS .11 'tun it aliing the Earth's-Shat14w (Fig. .,;
4.1).. _ 11Sharpness of this tunnel to 'find out

ac They want to see whether there
is any he m 3 * . from outside the geocorOna. This
is not asy use t untrilledgiiiiiiefiAiiy; nevertheless, the investigators
are ontintii 6 's'tteits.'Of.;:t1*.iSiti5+4)0:helium7glow Measurements.

5t
",
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Questions 'for Discussion.
(Abundances of Elements,- Doppler Shifts).-

20. If you lo back in time to when the ft* stars were be
Milky Way Gtgaxy, would you find any carbon, nitrog
those sears? If one Of the stars had planets, could life hay
of these planetS?

21. It is stated in Section 4B that "the Earth lost most/of its atmospheric
hydrogen during its early stages." What major reservoir f ifydrogen dO we
still have on Earth? :

22. How do astronomers know that'the Sun is movin at about 15 km/sec
othrough the interstellar gas?

23. The Earth goes, around/ the Sun in 12 months. jf-Apollo-Soyuz had
wanted to get the maximum Doppler shift betiveatliE local helium gloW and
the interstellar helium glow; in what month Should the MA-088 measuie-
ments have been inade? (Ste N#4.4.1.)

24. The Apollo-Soyuz spacecraft orbited the Earth once -every 93 minutes
at an altitude of 222 kilometer.--The of the Earth is 6378 kilometerS.
What would be the Doppler shift of the 584-angstrom helium line viewed
straight ahead or straight back along. Apollo's orbit? -

4-'4n5. What angles to the MA-088 line of sight:(Fig. 4.1) would you need to
..;:f°% now to Compute the Doppler shift. of the 584-angstroin-wavelength inter-

g forMed in our
n$or oxygen in
evolved. on any

.

;stellar wind? Of the local henum ,glow?

40



endix

..Discussion Topics (Ati Swers QuesticinS)
1: (Sec. 2F) The observed brightneisl of a distant light source is pro--

mtional to its luminosity (,power"oinput)1L divided by the square ofits
distance: (LIr2). If L is the same for the star and the Sun (Which is not always
the case), b Sunlbstar =r2 starki$un 10, . Therefore, the distance r: :fi =
108 rSun for the brightest star. Fainter stars are mere distan

2. (Sec. 2F) The core of the Sun contains about 8 x 102! 'kilograms of.'
Matter. If it was Originally all hydrogen and if 6 x 10'i. of
hydrogen are converted to helium every second, it would take 8 x 1629/

x 10,11 .L.3-7x--101-8secifirW, or 4.2 X 1010 years`;.tO use up all=the
hydrogen. Before these 42 billion years had passed, the shrinking core
would change the Suri's structure. The Sun is estimated to be 5 billion years,
old-now.

3. ( ec 2F) The brightness formula in Table 211 shows that each square
meter r diates power proportional to T4. The Sun has a surface temperature
of about 6000 K. A. star of the same size (same surface area) at 30 000 K
wouldjadiate (30 000/60430)4 = 54 or 625 times as much power as the

most of it in much shorter (ultraviolet) wavelengths.IAZtually, hot blue'
stars are generally much larger than the Sum)

4. (See. 2F) The brief spectrum of the chromosphere just before and j
after totality is called the "flash spectrum" It consists almost entire!
emission lines becauie the chrOMospliere is a transparent hot gas.

5, (See ..2F) The charged particles (ions) from a flare follow the in gnetic-
- field lines as they move away fronsthe Sun. Along this flighipat14 the.ions

collide with other ions and atoms. in the corona, and the collisioi(s "excite':
these particles to emit light. The flare particles qius makr long, bright
Streamers in the corona.: Some 'streamers can itseen in Figure 2.4.

6. (Sec. 2F) Because the Sun's corona is so hot, it emits, -rays. Therefore,
the x-ray photographs show the Safi to:be a&large,As th corona, about three
times larger (1.5° across or 4-million kllometertdizaMeter) than the visible
Sun:

7. (See: 2F) The advantage was that the :sky/background from 222 kilo-
meters abOe the Earth's surface is greatly reaueed because .there are. no

. clouds or haze. Thus., the faint inner corona istripiwaipped with other light..,
The major disadvaiitage.waS the cpia,inin iodiroUnd Apollo: Other disad-
vantages that could have been avdided W re the cabin light reflected off the
Soyuz windoW and the inferior lenS J tl in the SoviepJamera.

O



8. (Se4: 2F) A cone of black paper or cloth that wed tightly against die
'window could have been used;to prevent cabin li t from reflectin&off the
window and into the camera, .

..

9. (Sec. 2F) There is probably more material in the r corona than
previously 'thought. This material :may be dust or .To density gas

, ... ...
10. '(Sec. 3F) Photon energy E = hf,= hc:IX islarger ort wavelength

photeni than for long-wavelength :phot ..cure in F hire.. thus
would be 10Wer at the left (short X 'ant} h er a t*e'r,ight (lp .g.O. .. ctUally,
the iVerval AE: = (hc/ X2) A X fecMt s :an ;Th "ntelisitY4 is the

j energy arriving each second waves of length X to + 'A The photon
count NE is the number of P hotons arriving each cond 'With energies be-
tWeen E and E + E. , 3:,:r7'

°

11. (Sec. 3F) The Fe lines would be stronger and the Fel' lines weaker thafi
in the Sun's spectrum': At lower tempelature, there 'are fewer collisions- of
energy greater than 7183 electronvOlts because the energy of particle
motion E =. ,,4 Inv2 = kT, where k is the Boltzinann constant (see Table 2;1).

12. (Sec. 3F) Sodium in the interstellar.gas cloud absorbs light at 5890
angitroms (589 nanometers) plus a constant Doppler shift A X = 5890 vi/c,
where v1 is the gas-cloud recession (or approach)'veloci6/ and c is the velocity.
of light.. As the star approaches us, its sodium line would have a blue shift:
0'X = 5890 vsk, where vs-is the star's orbital velocity. When the star stops
approaching, 0)r = 0; when it is receding, A X = 5890 vs/c.. The star's
absorption line, thui shifts. back and forth, while the line of the interstellar,
gas cloud remains at a fixed wavelength.

13.. (See. 3F) When a. hydrogen .atom absorbs 880 angstroms, which
repreSents a. photon of higher energy thanneeded to ionize it, the electron is
shot off with kinetic energy equal to the excess: 14:0 -.135 = 0.5 eledtronvolt.

14. (Sec. 3F) A nonrotatint galaxy should be spherical with no spiral
arms..Stari would,be orbiting in all different directions around the center of
mass, and interstellar gas would fall into that center: Such galaxies are
observed far from us and are called EO

15. (Sec. 3F) After the core tempera ttles down in equilibrium with
radiation, the density rises because alph parti leS (He++) are about auriimes
the mass of protons.(H+), and the sante n ber are packed into a cubic
centimeter. . .
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1/:' (Stec A .The cool White Dwarlis"probably: older. Whip Dwarfs all
start,?a(:ahOtkihe same temperature and cool very slowly;

.1"71;54 fly sweeping across the two stars sloWly, the EUV telescope
(140$4,f,would first count photons. from the first, star, then from thi,.twp
tOgither;:a40then from the aecoridStarkone. From the times wlagjthe count
rate iiricklaeO and decreased, one coui tell apProximatelyiwheifthe edge of
the EUVieleseope field of view crossed each, star.

18. (Sec. '30 The interstellar hydrOgen would be ,abS.Orbing more of the-
HZ 43 intensity On Ihe left Side of Fig,ure 3.8 (longer/wavelengths) than.on
the right side (shortei Wavelengths)/ Therefore thii'Onaffected sPeetruM
would peak farther to the: left (longer wayeletigth) and the 'temperature
T 28 960.000/Am would be lower:

19. (Sec. 3F) The ;z41001E4A can be estimated from the liriglitiresi.
formula in Table 2:1; thatiliti: joule per second radiated at all wave 's
lengths froth 1 square.meter of itSOrface. If the distance r toliZ,43.17cian:be
estimated, the measured intensity I (energy received .WOretengths '

arriving on 1 square meter) can be multiplied by 4,ni.2 t get ifieliktit energy
radiated...ThiS is the area of the star's surface timesEt . 5 4iir2/ = 47R2crT4 N.

and R Ninv. (rt72), where R is the star's radiuS.

20. (See. 4F) The first stars in the Milky:Way Galaxy are thought to haye
formed from pure hydrogen or from hydrogen with a low pereentage of
helluni: There, were no heavier elements such as carbon, nitrogen, and
oxygen, Without heavier elements, solid planetsprobably couldrefform, and
without: carbon; nitrogen; and oxygen,. no living !organisnis could have
evolved. -

'21. (Sec.. 4F) Water is the largest reservoir of hydrogen on Earth'
There is a small amount of hydrogen gas high in the atmosphere, and
More in oil and hydrocarbon gas deposits underground Another large

.reservoir is water that is chemically locked in the rocks -deep under the
Earth's surface.

22. (Sec'. 4F) The spectra of many stars, all around the sky; show the
abSorptiori lines of the interstellar gas, primarily ionized calcium (Cap'') and
Sodium (Na). Doppler shifti show: an average blUe shift in one half of the sky
and an average

of
shift in the other half. Averages for various directions

in these halves` of the sky and for nearby start only shOW the maximum

2



:
Doppl r shifts frOrn ,lOcal interstellar Wind coming froirthe
the c nstellation Cygnus .0104 a4eitiion 21h, declination
Pamphlet II).

tlon at.;
*; see: :

23. (Sec. 4F)'When he 'Earth!S--.;$rbital velocity is aim* directly into
the interstellar wind, e vlatiVe:velocity:of wind past the Eaftliis highest :
In Figure 4.1, the Earth's orbital...velocity (a.vectOr)is about the;
upwind direction (toward the right). Because that vector turns 360° 1n l2
months, or 30° per month, it would have been as nearly tiPViodik9sSible'
two months earlier; that is, in May 1975. (Note: The vectors are_nofirtOne
plane.)

24. (Sec. 4F) The distance-,iiiciuikl the Apollo-Sciyui orbit is 27rr, where',
7), 6378 + 222 -7.- 6600 Thus, the Spacecraft's. orbital speed

y, 2rrr /T 27r(6600)/93(60) -4..-'..41,470.,>iciliim*r$155.81:1 'seconds .

7.4316n/sec relative to Earth. Viewed itraightjahead; the584angstrbin line
4e:1o:cathelium slow (fixed relatiVetd:Baith).WoUldbe blue :000;111Y'

,.584(V1.4.4:=77:584(1.43(300 000) 4,014 angstrtithi'Straiglifback,it would tie:
red shifted by the arne arnOunt. -. ; . . 's " . r

25. (Sec. 4F) The Doppler shift is 'proportional' idthe.Comporient:Ofihe
.1,

relative vector velocity along the `linen of sight! The Earth has One sinall
component of its 30-knilsec orbital velocity,lhd the interstellar wind
`solar tail" has anothei+large coinpOnent: In each ease; the cianiponent along

the Ifineof sight is v cos':0, where 0 is the angle between the vector 'v .and
the liikOf sight.:So 0 and 0 are needed; where 0 the angle between the:'.I 2
Earth's orbital velocity and the line ofAight and 02 is'the angle betweenthe
solar -tail Velocity and the line of sig41X4:erbitat velociti vs ofithe Apollo- -

Soyuz spacecraft around the 00; acikelaihird, very small, cgoxiponent vs
cos 02, where 03 is the angle between v andthe line of sight. .

The local helium glow'4s-at felt relatiVe to the Earth. The compOnempf : ..,.
vs,along the line of sight vs:4034s als6 needed td.get the Doppler shift of the
local helium gloW.. %';

.



Appendix
SI Units
Powers of 10

IntematIoSeir (0).brilt3
Nimes, sYtabOls, and Conversion factors-of SI units Used in these pamphlets:

thy°

meter

Symbol. COnversion factor

. .

*kilagrain

r Time . , second

1 iati ,,O.621, mile- .

:1 3.28 ft
.1 an =:.0.394 in.

mm =:0:039 in. 0
1 gm = 3.9 X = .104 A r

.1 = 10 A .
"

.1 .tonne:=-- 1.162:tons .
1 kg,,:. 2.20 lb
1 iirti':.-;!:1:0022. lb t-,.0,035 dt. ..

1. 'like =:3.5 ?51.0.7 .oz'

sec .1 yr = 3.156 x.11(37.-sec .16" .

° 1,day= 8.64 X 104 sec

1 hr = 3600 sec',

sqUare meter ."

cubic meter

2 =104 cm2:= 10.8'

-= 106 cm9 = 35' fts

1 Hz:=:1 cycle/sec
1 kHz = 1000 CyCle s/kC'
1 MHz = 106 cycles/sec:

d,v0Oeity meter per second

'.7



Customary Units Used With the SI. Units



nano

1, pico

owers of 10

(-102 = 100

103.= l

100 =.-,10 000. eile.

Examples:

'1.
2'x 100 = 2.000

-Decreasing 4 N'

10-2 = 1/10© = 0.61

10-3 = mow = o.00a

uiro 000 .p.000 1, etc.

Example: 1

5.67 00-°=,0.000 056 7

2 x 103°.='..2 followed by 30.kros



References to sections, Appendix A (answers to questions); 'tables, and
!figures are included in the entries. Those: in italic type * the Most helpful.
absorption ling a gap or dip in a spectruin caused by the absorption of

spooificiWavelengthsthy a gas between the light source and the observer.
(Secs. 213, 3A, 3F, 4A, 4B; App. A, .nos. 11, 12, 22) See Project Physics,
Sec. .

Stro (4) flunk of wavelength used by physici4is for more than 80 years;
'0'7; 1 angstrom_f---107-meter or-0.1-nanometer, (0."c; 3A)

A Ildspacaegraft a three-Man spacecraft originally designed for trips to the
n. consisted of a Command Module-(CM)-attached-to*Seiltice

Module (SM). For, he Apollo-Soyuz mission, a Docking:Module (pm)
was attached to the. CM. ;:

* background a unifOrm intensity over a large region of the sky ..(Secs. 3D, 3E;
App. A, no 7; Figs. 3.6, 3.7) "Instrumental background" (Sec. 30) is the
count rate' due, to inktrument defects when no photons ant 'entering the
deteCtor. ; A

"Big- Bang" cosmology the theory of the origin of the uttiVerse which,states
that the universe was created about J5 billiOn years :ago, when a giant
explosion emitted high-fiequezerradiation and pushed matter aPart..4That
natter is now Vg&indensed into stars in galaxies which are receding from the

Earth. The niore distant ones are receding faster because they started faster
in the 'Pig Bang. (Sec. 48) :

cilannekron a curved vacuum tnbe that gives a 100-Million'-electron.output
pulse for4each electron input. (Secs. 3D, 413; Figs. 3.4, 4.3)

constellation_ a group ,of stars, such as the Big Dipper, that defines an area
1,0° or 20° across) in the sky. Most of the constellations were

,N dined by the Greeki (Gemini, Cygnus,.Sagitiarius). (,Secs. 3B, 3E, 4C;
App. A, no. 22)

cOrona.(solar),a vast, low-density cloud of gages surrounding the Sun: Its
temperatute increases outward to more than 1 000 000 k, (Secs. 2, 2C,.
2D,-2E; App. A, nos. 5 to 7, %Figs. 2./, 2.4, 2.5, 2.7, 2`9)

a count one pulse oftiiirent or voltage from a-detector, indicating the pagSage
of .a photon or cosmic ray through the detector. (Secs. 3D, 4D; 4E; App. A;

count rate the number of counts per second; it measures the intensity of the"
source: (Sets. 3P, 3E, 4E; App. A, nos. 1'0; 17.; Kg. 3.7)

density .(photographic) the blackening of an exposed, 4Veloped photo
graphic film negative, measured (with a densitpineter) as the ft-action of a
light beam absorbed by the darkened film. (Secs. 2D, 2E) The positive



prInt from a negative reverses black toWhite. Density also means mass pei ",)

UnifIvOlume of a Material. (Secs. 2b, 3E ; ApP A, no. 15) .
. .

.1 a ihe bending of waves (including light waves) around an obstacle.

ppkr s lit the change of frequency and waVeleitgth in the spectrum of a I
source aPProaching an observer (blue shift) or receding from him (red
Shirt). (Secs. 3A, 4C; 4E; App. A, nos. 12, 22, 24, 25; Fig. 4:1) See
Pamphlet IV.

'veelipse covering a bright object with a dark one:' In a normal solar eclipse, the.
;Sim is covered by the. Moon. Apollo covered the Sun for Soytiz: (SecS. 2,
,2C to 2F; Figs. 2.4, 2.6)

ecliptic the line in the sky along which the Sun appears to move eastward 360°
in a year. Thisline ,represents the plane of the Earth's ,orbit. The 'other
planets, Whine orbital planes are near that of the Earth;are alWays seen near

::the ecliptic in the sky. (Secs. 2C, 2E; Fig. 2.5)
electroMagnetic waves include x-rays, light waves, and radio waves, which

carry energy at a velocity c of -3 x 108 m/sec: The electromagnetic
spectrum is the sequence of wavelengths from'rom very short gamma rays to
very long radio ,waVes. (Sec: 3D; Fig. 3.1)

electronvolt (eV) a unit of photon energy equal to the kinetic energy of an
electron accelerated from rest by I Volt: 1000 electronvolts = 1 kiloelec-
tronvolt; 1000 kiloelectronvolts = 1 megaelectiOnvolt.

emission line a small band of wavelengths emitted by a 10w-density gas when
it glows. The pattern of several emission lines is characteristic of the gas .

and is the same as the absorption lines 'absorbed by that gas from light
passing through it. (Secs. 2C, 3A, 4A, 4C; App. A; no. 4)

energy the capacity for doing work. (See. 2C) Nuclear energy is releaSed by
nuclear reactions. (Sec. 2A) Kinetic energy is the energy of motion a a
Tass. (Sec. 38; App. A, nos. 11, 13) Energy is also radiated in the form of
photons moving at velocity c. (SecS. 2A, 2B, 3A, 3E; App. A, noi. 10, 13,

. ,19; Figs. 2.3, 3.8; Tables 2.1;3;1) Each photon has energy E = hf =- he / X,

Where h is the PIanckconstant,f is the frequency,-c is the velocity, and X is
the wavelength of light or x-rays. The: energyoarriving per,second from a
distant light source on a unit area is the intensity I.,

equilibrium a state ofbalance, when' no change takes pike. Inside the Sun,
radiation and temperature, are: in equilibrium because the energy entering a
small yolume of gas is equal to the energy leaving, and the temperature
remains constant. (App. A, no 15)

extreme ultravio t (EUV1 wavelengths between WO and 1000' angstioms
.,(10,and 100,na meters); the short-wave end of the ultraviolet part of the

electromagnetic .s ctrinn shown in Figure 3.1. (Secs. 1, 3D, 3E,4A, 4C,
4D; App.:A, no 1 igs. 3.3 to 3:7, 3.8; Table 3.1)



filter a thin slab of selective material in front of a detector. The filter lets:
,, .

through' only a selected color or gripp of waVelengths or group of photon:
energies.. (Secs:` 3D( 3E, 4D; Figs. 3.4, :3.5, 3:7, 3.8;.Tible 3,1)

gravitation the force of between ivio masses, given by. Newton's
Law. (Secs. 2A,1313; C, 4C; Fig. 4.1) See Project Physics,;Secs: 8.6 to
8.8;PSSC, Secs. 11-8, 13-10. ''-...;.,

intensity (1) the energy from a distant so e arriving Per second -on itUnit- -

area. 1x refers to energy of specific w yekngrlis (X't9 ) + WO, A plot of
/x versus X shows the spectrum. (Se s. 2B, 2D, 2E, 3A, 3E, 4E, App A,

r nos. 10; 18, 19; Figs. 2,3, 2.7 to 2:9, 3.8; Table 2.1)1
Interstellar gas and dust material in the space.between stars. 4ow-density.

hydrogen and othergases are detected from their Asorption and emission
of specific wavelengths of light and radio waves. Fihe dust particles scatter
light like smog does. (Secs. 1, 3A, 3B, 3D, 3E, 4B to 4E; App. A, nos: 12,

14, 18, 22; Fig. 4.1)
ion an atom with one or more electrons removed' or,',more rarely, added.

(Atoms are ionized 14 heat or light'A-rays and gamma rays, and cosmic
rays or other moving. particles.)1:(Sect. 3A, 3D13F, 4A, 4D; App. A, nos.
5, 11; 13, 22)

JSC the NASA Lyhdon B. Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas.
kelvin (K) a temperature scale starting at absolute zero (no heat motion). 273 ..

K = 0° C = 32° F, the freezing point of Water; 373 K 7--7 100° C = 212° F,
the boiling point of water on Earth.

light-year the distance light travels (at 3 5( 108 in/sec) in 1 year (3.15 X Ur
seconds). One light-year. equals 9.46 'x 10'2 kilOineters, about 63 000
times the distance from Sun to Earth.

MA-048 the Soft X-Ray Experiment on the Apollo-Soyuz mission., (Sec. 4D)
See Pamphlet II. , ',

MA-083 the EUV Survey Experiment (Secs. 1,3b, 3E, 4D; App. A; no. 17;
'Figs. 3.3, 3.4, 3.5; Table 3.1)

MA-088 the'Helium-Glow Experimerit. (secs:, 1,. 4A, 4C;4D, 4E; Figs. 4.1,

MA-148 the Artificial Solar Eclipse Joint Fxperiment.. (Secs. 1, 2D, 2E;

Fig. 2.6)
magnetic field the atreagth of the magnetic force on a unit m'agndtic pole in a

region of space affected* other magnets or electric currents:, (Secs. 2B,
2C; App. A, no 5)

Milky Way a band of stars, visible only on a Clear, dark night, stretching.
coffipletely, around the, sky. (Sec. 3B) Using the distances of the stars,
astronomers can plpt the Milky Way'Galaity;; a disk-shaped group of more
than 100 billion stars, iiiilUding our Sun: (§06. 3B; App. A, no 20; Fig.



3.2) There are other galaxies outside theMilky Way,,galaxy..(Secst 3B,
.4B;.APp.. A"," no '14) .

nebula a.glowing cloud of low-density gas near one or more stars. (Secs. 3A,
3B, 3C) ' '

neutron an atomic particle with amass slightly largecrthab.that of a proton
(hydrogen ion) but no charge. A Neutron Star is made alniosl entirely of
neutirons;' see -slums. (Sec. 3C)

Newton's Laws the three laws of motion and the law ofi/iiiitation, published
in 1687 (F -4 ma, 'Fg Gnalie); see gravitation.:,(8e2i: 2A, 3B) See
Pamphlet I.. .

nova an exploding star. (SecS. 3C, 3E) A supernokt, is .tYp§:tituch larger
explosion of a giant star after its hydrogen is mostly COOerted to helium .
(4ecs. 3C; 4B). ,A large :fraction of the mass is blOyavard to form a
nebula (supenicVa remnant)... (Sec. 3C) .. ;

nuclear reaction changes in the nucleus of an atom when a proton or neutron is
fired into it, or when an electron, proton, neutron, or He ion is fired out.
(Secs. 2A, 2B, 3B,. 3C, 3E, 4B; App. A, no._ 2; Fie' 2:1)

photon a quantum of lightthe smallest separable amount of energy in a
beam of light. Photon energy is proportional to frequeney..High.:energy
photons are counted individually by detectors ;. ,see, energy, count. (Secs
2B, 3A, 3D, 3E; App. A, nos; 10, 13; Fig. 3.-8; Table 3.1)

Photosphere the visible edge of the Sun, radius 695 000 Itilometers...(Secs. 2,
2B, 2F; Fig. 2.1) Other stars have a similar surface. (Sec. 3E)

Planck. Law the formula for intensity Ix radiated in various wavelengths k by
an opaqfie surface at temPerature T.' This formula includes the Planck
constant h (Sec. 3A,- which relates frequency f with photon energy. E.
(Secs. 213;13A; Fig. 2.3; Table 2'1).

power output the energy radiated per second from the Sun, a star, or other
source. The brightness that we see is the power Outptitdivided by the square .

of the source distance, minus the absorption by interstellar smog: (Sec..2A;
'App. A, nos. 1, 3; Fig. 21) : .

Principal Investigator the iridNidtial responsible for a space experiment and
reporting the reSurts. 4

proton a positively charged particle, the nucleus of the :hydrogen atom.
Ionized hydrogen is.made up of separatedprotons and electrons. (Secs. 2A,
3C; APp. 15)".

radio telescope,a large -dislfthat focuses radio waves from a distant source
onto a sensitive radio_receiver... (Sec. 3A)

RCS quadjeti small jets used ,to roll or rotate the Apollo spacecraft. (Secs.
2D, 2E; Fig. 2.8) See PatiaPhlet I.



Ssrvice Module (SM). the large part of the.Apollo spacecraft that contains
. support equiPment; it is attached to the Command Module (CM).uatil just

before the CM reenters the Earth's atmosphere.
Soyuz the Soviet two-man spacecraft: See Pamphlet I.
spectrum the sequence of electromagnetic wave's' from small wavelengths

(gammdrays) to large (radio waves)., Visual spectra run from.4000 to 7000
angstroms (400 to 700 nanometers), EUV spectra from 100 to 1000
angstroms (10 to 100 nanometers). See electromagnetic waves, EUV.
(Secs, 28,34, 3D, 3E, 4A, 413; App. A, nos. 4,,11, 18, 22; Figs. 3.1, 3.8)

star a very; hot ball of gas with an energy source near the center: (Secs. 2A,
...,,gs:2r) to 2F, 3A, 3B, 3C, 3D, 3E, 4B; App: A,00s. ti 3, 14, 16, 17, 19, .

ti, 22 Pigs. 36, 3.7) Normal stars are like the Sun, about 106 kilometers
aritle stars ( ees. 2B, 2FTAKiTATito. 3iFig. 2.3) are much

the the Suit. Giant stars (Secs. 2F, 3C) are200 times larger. and
'41ie Dwarfs (Secs. 3C, 3E App. A, no 16; Fik*3.8) are 100 times

stualfer'itian the .Sun: Neutron Stars and Black Hor4 (Sec. 3C) are even
'Nat* stars are double (Sec. 3F;iApp A°ito 12)-thit is two

4P'astlii.kioliAtheqounkago.6ther, 4'P :

SunspofilflaNteigi4tOnAlieliiiA photosphere, some as large as 50 000
kilometers rieniss.h6041en appear in pairs and groups; always in a belt
about 30° on either side of the Sun's equator. There is a maximum number
every 11' years. (See. 2C; Fig,. 2.4)

temperature (T) a measure of the average kinetic energy of particles (atoms
be:molecules) in a gag. See kelvin. (Secs. 2A, 2B,1C-,--3A, '3B, 3E, 4E;
App. A, nos. 11,-15, 18; Figs. '2.1, 2.3; Table 2,1)

ultraviolet (UV) invisible light of wavelengths less than 4000 angstroMs (400
nanometers), shorter than those of visible light. See EUV. (SecS.:3A, 3D;
App: A, no. 3; Fig. 33)

wavelength (X) the distance. from the crest of one wave to the crest of the next,
usually measured in angstromS. EUV wavelengths are from 100 to 1000
angstroms (10 to 100 nanometers). (Secs. 2B, 3/1', 3E, 4A; App. A nos.
10, 12, 18, 19; Figs. 2.3, 33, 3.8; Tables 2.1, 3.1)`

White Dwarf a compact. star of high (tensity, about the size of the
than 100 White. warfs havebeen observed. (Secs. 3C., 3E
16;, Fig. 3.8)

x-rays electromagnetic radiation of very short wavelength (about 0.1 to 100
angitroms, or 0.01 to 10 nanometers) and:high photon energy (about 100
electronvolts. to 100 kiloelectronvOlts); measured.: in several hundred as-
tronSmical sources. (Secs. 2C, 2F, 3A; 3D, 3E; App. A, no 6; Figs:3.1,
3:8) See Pamphlet II.
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